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From terahertz to mid-infrared ultra-broadband radiation generated from 
few-cycle laser pulse interaction with gas plasma filament
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Abstract： The strong few-cycle laser pulse interaction with the gas plasma filament can generate strong and broad⁃
band terahertz radiation.  Here， we investigate the detail of plasma current and its terahertz radiation produced by 
the few-cycle laser pulse interaction with the gas plasma based on the calculations.  The ionization during the plas⁃
ma filamentation is in the transition between the tunnel ionization and the multiphoton ionization.  The results 
show that this scheme can generate ultra-broadband radiation from the range of terahertz to mid-infrared， and its 
amplitude is a periodic function of the carrier-envelope phase of the few-cycle laser pulse.  The frequency of the 
terahertz pulse is determined by the duration of the laser pulse， the time evolution of ionization and the plasma cur⁃
rent， rather than by the density of the plasma.  This work might give a useful clue to carry out the experiment of ul⁃
tra-broadband terahertz generation by the few-cycle laser pulse interaction with the gas plasma filament.
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基于少周期激光脉冲与气体等离子体作用的太赫兹到中红外超宽带辐射产生
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摘要：超强少周期激光脉冲与气体等离子体作用可以产生强的宽带太赫兹脉冲辐射。本文以数值计算为主

要工具研究了少周期激光脉冲与气体等离子体成丝作用产生的等离子体电流及对应的太赫兹辐射特性。该

过程中的等离子体电离处于多光子电离和隧道电离的过渡阶段。结果显示，该机制能够产生从太赫兹到中

红外的超宽带辐射，且辐射的电场振幅是少周期激光脉冲载波相位的周期函数。太赫兹脉冲由激光脉冲脉

宽和等离子体电离的时间演化确定，而不是由等离子体密度决定。本文为基于少周期激光脉冲与气体等离

子体作用产生超宽带太赫兹辐射的实验提供了一定的理论参考。
关 键 词：太赫兹；中红外；少周期激光脉冲；气体等离子体；相位演化
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Introduction
The interaction of ultrashort laser pulses with the 

gas plasma filament has been used to generate strong and 
broad terahertz radiation since this kind of source does 
not have any damaged threshold for the interactive me⁃

dia， especially the two-color laser scheme and the few-cy⁃cle laser pulse scheme ［1-2］.  Many experiments have been carried out to investigate the properties of such terahertz radiation source， and the influences of the pump lasers and the gas targets.  Now， it has reached several consen⁃suses： （1） the ionization is necessary in such process； 
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（2） the terahertz radiation from the two-color laser scheme is much stronger than the single-color laser scheme， and their physical mechanisms are greatly dif⁃ferent； （3） the gas pressure and the laser intensity deter⁃mine the plasma density， and consequently affect the terahertz yield and its central frequency； （4） the species of the gases also affect the terahertz radiation ［3-5］.There are several physical models on the terahertz radiation by the two-color laser pulse interaction with the air/gas plasma filament， in which the plasma current 
（some are called photocurrent or ionization current） mod⁃el has shown its qualitative agreement with the experi⁃mental results ［6-7］.  The plasma current， which is generat⁃ed by the ultrashort laser pulse interaction with the gas plasma and is an ultrafast oscillation process， emits the electromagnetic wave with the frequency in the terahertz region according to this phenomenological model.  Fur⁃thermore， the particle-in-cell simulations are used to sim⁃ulate such interaction process to obtain more details of the terahertz generation ［8-9］.Until now， there are several mechanisms to explain why the emitted electromagnetic wave frequency is in the terahertz region： （1） when the plasma density is around 1018 cm-3 （it is determined by the laser intensity and the gas density）， the plasma frequency is in the terahertz re⁃gion， thus the current produced by the laser field oscil⁃lates with the same frequency as the plasma frequency， so the emitted electromagnetic wave has the same fre⁃quency， thus emits terahertz waves ［8-9］； （2） the oscilla⁃tion of the ultrashort laser pulse makes the current also oscillate rapidly， and generates electromagnetic waves depending on the period and envelope of the laser pulse， rather than the density of the plasma ［6-7］.  There are sever⁃al experimental results on the terahertz radiation from the gas plasma with different pressures， which show that the density of the plasma （determined by the ionization of the gas molecules and the gas pressure） changes the central frequency slightly and the amplitude of terahertz pulse［10-13］.  Among these experimental reports， the elec⁃tro-optic sampling detection and the Michelson interfer⁃ence are two common detection methods.  The former has a response bandwidth up to several terahertz， and the lat⁃ter has a much broader response bandwidth up to several tens of terahertz.  But the results show that the generated terahertz pulses do not change their central frequencies a lot even the gas pressures are changed greatly from sever⁃al torrs to several hundreds of torrs.  Thus， it is easy to conclude that the frequency of terahertz pulses is deter⁃mined by the laser duration and the envelope.The few-cycle laser pulse also can generate strong and broad terahertz radiation via interacting with the gas plasma ［14-17］ ， similar to that of the two-color laser scheme.  Especially the carrier-envelope phase （CEP） of the few-cycle laser and its duration as short as several femtoseconds give the terahertz radiation some special properties， such as super-broad bandwidth and mid-infra⁃red central frequency.  Here， we investigate the ultra-broadband electromagnetic radiation from the few-cycle laser pulse interaction with the gas plasma with the nu⁃

merical method， and give the details of this ultrafast pro⁃cess， including the ionization， the plasma current， and the phase-dependent evolution of the pulses.
1 The transition between the multipho⁃
ton ionization and the tunneling ioniza⁃
tion processes 

When the ultrashort laser field is strong enough， it will affect and change the Coulomb force between the electrons and the nucleus， even ionize the atoms to free electrons and ions.  This ionization process depends on the laser intensity （field strength） and the atom species.  Two different physical mechanisms， multiphoton ioniza⁃tion （MPI） and tunnel ionization （TI）， are used to de⁃scribe the ionization interaction between the laser pulse and the atoms， which is characterized by the Keldysh pa⁃
rameter，γk = 2. 31 × 106 ( U ion [ eV ]

λ 2 [ μm ] ⋅ I [ W/cm2 ] ) 1/2［18-20］.  
Here， Uion is the atom ionization potential energy in eV， 
λ is the laser wavelength in μm， and I is the laser inten⁃sity in W/cm2.  When γk<<1 （the intensity I>1015 W/cm2 for the 800 nm laser pulse）， the ionization is induced by TI； while γk>>1 （the intensity I<1012 W/cm2 for the 800 nm laser pulse）， the process is MPI.  In the intermediate regime， γk~1 （the intensity I ~1014 W/cm2 for the 800 nm laser pulse）， the ionization is purely neither MPI nor TI.  For the plasma filament in the air （pressure at 1 atm） produced by the ultrashort laser pulse， the central inten⁃sity is around 1013 -1014 W/cm2， thus the ionization during the filamentation is a complex ionization process， includ⁃ing both TI and MPI mechanisms ［19］.The rigorous theory of ionization of atoms and mole⁃cules induced by the laser field needs to calculate the time-dependent Schrodinger equation of the particles based on the quantum theory ［21］.  In the TI process， the ionization rate of complex atoms in alternating electric fields is given by Ammosov-Delone-Krainov （ADK） theo⁃ry as follows ［22-23］

w = 6.6 × 1016 Z2

n9/2 (10.87 × Z3 EH

n4 El

) 2n - 3/2

exp (- 2Z3 EH3n3 El

) ( s-1 )
,　(1)

where Z is the charge number of the nucleus， EH=5. 14 ×1011 V/m is the electric field strength between an electron and a proton on the first Bohr orbit of a hydrogen atom， 
n = Z/ Eion (eV ) /13. 6   is the effective main quantum 
number of the ionized electron， and Eion is the ionization potential in eV， El is the laser field strength in V/m.  In the MPI process， a valence electron in the atoms usually absorbs several photons to escape the constraint of the nu⁃cleus， and the minimum-order perturbation theory can describe it well.  The calculation result shows the ioniza⁃tion rate as IN， where I is the laser intensity and N is the number of the absorption photons ［18］.  A formula pro⁃posed by Kasparian et al is also given to calculate the ion⁃ization rate in the regime of γk~1， w ( I ) = RT ( I/IT )α ［24］.  
RT and IT are a pair of experimental values used as a refer⁃
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（2） the terahertz radiation from the two-color laser scheme is much stronger than the single-color laser scheme， and their physical mechanisms are greatly dif⁃ferent； （3） the gas pressure and the laser intensity deter⁃mine the plasma density， and consequently affect the terahertz yield and its central frequency； （4） the species of the gases also affect the terahertz radiation ［3-5］.There are several physical models on the terahertz radiation by the two-color laser pulse interaction with the air/gas plasma filament， in which the plasma current 
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When the ultrashort laser field is strong enough， it will affect and change the Coulomb force between the electrons and the nucleus， even ionize the atoms to free electrons and ions.  This ionization process depends on the laser intensity （field strength） and the atom species.  Two different physical mechanisms， multiphoton ioniza⁃tion （MPI） and tunnel ionization （TI）， are used to de⁃scribe the ionization interaction between the laser pulse and the atoms， which is characterized by the Keldysh pa⁃
rameter，γk = 2. 31 × 106 ( U ion [ eV ]
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Here， Uion is the atom ionization potential energy in eV， 
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where Z is the charge number of the nucleus， EH=5. 14 ×1011 V/m is the electric field strength between an electron and a proton on the first Bohr orbit of a hydrogen atom， 
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ence point， I is the laser intensity， and α is the power co⁃efficient.  For the nitrogen gas， it is IT， N =1013 W/cm2， 
RT， N=2. 5×104 s-1， and αΝ ≈7. 5.  For a typical infrared femtosecond laser pulse with a wavelength λ =800 nm， the Keldysh parameter γk in the intensity around 1014 W/cm2 is given in Fig.  1（a）， and the ionization rate of nitro⁃gen is given in Fig.  1（b）.  Thus， the ionization is the transition of TI and MPI for a plasma filament in the pure nitrogen gas.  Here， the gas target is set pure nitrogen since it is the main constituent of air.  Therefore， this fit⁃ting formula is used to calculate the ionization rate in⁃duced by the laser pulse in the gas plasma.

As shown in Fig.  1， the laser intensity determines the ionization process and the ionization rate.  A typical ultrashort laser pulse generally has a duration from sever⁃al femtoseconds to several picoseconds， their pulse ener⁃gy needs to reach several tens of μJ and mJ to generate such intensity.  These kinds of laser pulses now can be of⁃fered by commercial femtosecond laser amplifier systems.
2 Plasma current and terahertz radia⁃
tion from the few-cycle laser pulse inter⁃
action with the gas plasma filament 
2. 1　Few-cycle laser pulse and its CEP　The duration of a few-cycle laser pulse is only sever⁃

al femtoseconds， which makes it with only a few （even single） oscillations in a laser envelope.  The interaction of such strong laser with the media （including molecules and atoms） is dependent on the oscillation of the pulse rather than its envelope， and the phase of the pulse would not be omitted ［25］.  Therefore， strong few-cycle la⁃ser pulse has a special property of CEP in the interaction with the atoms and the electrons， including the ionization and the high-harmonic generation ［26］.The few-cycle laser pulse has a form as
   
E ( t ) = 

E0 exp (- t2

T 2 )cos (2πft + φ0 ) ,　(2)
where E0 is the field strength， T is connected with the pulse duration τ （full-width at half-maximum， FWHM） 
by T = τ

2 ln2  ， f is the central frequency， and φ0 is the 
phase.  When the laser is linearly polarized， its strength can be replaced by a scalar.  Figure 2 shows two exam⁃ples of the few-cycle laser pulse with different phases， Fig.  2（a） has a duration （FWHM） of 9 fs and Fig.  2（b） is 5 fs.  As shown in the figures， the pulse is so short that its phase will determine the strength of the electric field involving the instantaneous interaction with the mole⁃cules and the atoms.  Consequently， its field-induced ion⁃ization， and acceleration of the particles （including elec⁃trons and ions） will have some special adjunction proper⁃ties with its CEP ［27］.

2. 2　The plasma current and its terahertz radiation 
induced by the few-cycle laser pulse interaction with 

(a)

 

(b)

Fig. 1　 The Keldysh parameter (a) and the ionization rate (b) 
with different laser intensities
图1　Keldysh因子（a）和离化率（b）与激光光强的对应关系

(a)
 

(b)

Fig. 2　Two few-cycle laser pulses with durations of 9 fs (a) and 
5 fs (b), respectively, with several different phases
图 2　含有多个不同相位的、脉宽分别为 9 fs（a）和 5 fs（b）的少
周期激光脉冲

nitrogen plasma　In this Section， we give the detail of the calculations of the plasma current and its terahertz radiation from the few-cycle laser pulse.  The strong ultrashort laser pulse ionizes the gas molecules to generate free electrons （plas⁃ma）， the density of the electrons ne is determined by the density of the gas molecules n0 and the ionization rate w
（t） as

dne

dt = ∑i
wi ( t )n0 .　(3)

The subscript i=1，2，… in the equation means the order of the ionization.  The nitrogen atoms are mainly one-order ionized and excited by a laser pulse with the in⁃tensity around 1014 W/cm2.  Figure 3 shows the ionization rate of the few-cycle laser with phases at 0， π/4， and π/2 at the intensity of 1014 W/cm2.The gaseous molecules in the air have a rough densi⁃ty of 1 mol/22. 4 L=2. 688×1019 cm-3 in the pressure of one standard atmosphere.  Thus， the density of electrons released from the nitrogen can be calculated from Eq.  
（3） when the gas target is assumed to be pure nitrogen.  Figure 4 shows the plasma densities produced by the few-cycle laser pulses with three different phases.  It can be seen clearly that the last densities tend to be a same val⁃ue even with different phases， but their time evolutions are different.  This is because the density is an accumu⁃lating process， the cycles in the laser pulse with different phases have different strength， consequently， different ionization rates.  Therefore， every cycle will release （ion⁃ize） different number of electrons.  But the accumulation of all electrons from different cycles makes the last total density.  Thus， the formation of the electron density has a different time evolution depending on the instantaneous field strength and the ionization rate.  The plasma fre⁃
quency is ωp = ne e2 /mϵ0 ≈ 5. 64 THz for this density.

The electron will be accelerated to form the current in the laser field after ionization， its velocity vi is given by
dvi

dt = eEi ( t )
m ,　(4)

where Ei（t） is the instantaneous field when the electron is ionized， e is the charge of the electron， and m is the mass of it.  Then， the total plasma current is
J ( t ) = ∑i

ni ( t )evi ( t ) .　(5)
Because the field of the few-cycle laser is not sym⁃metry as that of the two-color laser scheme， the electrons are accelerated to a velocity in the laser cycle to form a net current ［6］.  The collisions between the particles are neglected since they are usually in the picosecond range， which is much longer than the duration of the few-cycle laser pulse.  When the laser pulses and the gas targets are known， the current J（t） as the function of the time can be obtained by solving the equations above with the numerical methods.  Figure 5 is the time evolution of plasma current with the laser pulses at different phases.  It shows that the oscillations of the current are different since the ionization and the acceleration in the laser pulse are different， which consequently induces the cur⁃rents with small differences in the end.

The electromagnetic radiation from the plasma cur⁃rent is calculated after obtaining the time evolution of the current.  Here， the electric field from phase 0 is calculat⁃
ed from the formula E ( t) ∝ dJ ( )t

dt ， as shown in Fig.  6
（a） with terahertz time waveform， and Fig.  6（b） with its frequency spectrum.  As shown in Fig.  6（b）， the fre⁃quency has a central frequency of around 80 terahertz and a bandwidth up to several tens of terahertz.  This is because the laser pulse is so short （9 fs） that its plasma current also oscillates very fast， which generates high fre⁃quency electromagnetic waves.  As discussed above， the plasma frequency is around 5. 64 THz， which is much lower than that in Fig.  6.  The frequency of terahertz pulse is not decided by the density of the plasma， but by the duration of the laser pulse.  Therefore， the few-cycle 
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Fig.  3　The ionization rate induced by the few-cycle laser pulses 
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图3　不同相位的少周期激光脉冲产生的离化率
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nitrogen plasma　In this Section， we give the detail of the calculations of the plasma current and its terahertz radiation from the few-cycle laser pulse.  The strong ultrashort laser pulse ionizes the gas molecules to generate free electrons （plas⁃ma）， the density of the electrons ne is determined by the density of the gas molecules n0 and the ionization rate w
（t） as

dne

dt = ∑i
wi ( t )n0 .　(3)

The subscript i=1，2，… in the equation means the order of the ionization.  The nitrogen atoms are mainly one-order ionized and excited by a laser pulse with the in⁃tensity around 1014 W/cm2.  Figure 3 shows the ionization rate of the few-cycle laser with phases at 0， π/4， and π/2 at the intensity of 1014 W/cm2.The gaseous molecules in the air have a rough densi⁃ty of 1 mol/22. 4 L=2. 688×1019 cm-3 in the pressure of one standard atmosphere.  Thus， the density of electrons released from the nitrogen can be calculated from Eq.  
（3） when the gas target is assumed to be pure nitrogen.  Figure 4 shows the plasma densities produced by the few-cycle laser pulses with three different phases.  It can be seen clearly that the last densities tend to be a same val⁃ue even with different phases， but their time evolutions are different.  This is because the density is an accumu⁃lating process， the cycles in the laser pulse with different phases have different strength， consequently， different ionization rates.  Therefore， every cycle will release （ion⁃ize） different number of electrons.  But the accumulation of all electrons from different cycles makes the last total density.  Thus， the formation of the electron density has a different time evolution depending on the instantaneous field strength and the ionization rate.  The plasma fre⁃
quency is ωp = ne e2 /mϵ0 ≈ 5. 64 THz for this density.

The electron will be accelerated to form the current in the laser field after ionization， its velocity vi is given by
dvi

dt = eEi ( t )
m ,　(4)

where Ei（t） is the instantaneous field when the electron is ionized， e is the charge of the electron， and m is the mass of it.  Then， the total plasma current is
J ( t ) = ∑i

ni ( t )evi ( t ) .　(5)
Because the field of the few-cycle laser is not sym⁃metry as that of the two-color laser scheme， the electrons are accelerated to a velocity in the laser cycle to form a net current ［6］.  The collisions between the particles are neglected since they are usually in the picosecond range， which is much longer than the duration of the few-cycle laser pulse.  When the laser pulses and the gas targets are known， the current J（t） as the function of the time can be obtained by solving the equations above with the numerical methods.  Figure 5 is the time evolution of plasma current with the laser pulses at different phases.  It shows that the oscillations of the current are different since the ionization and the acceleration in the laser pulse are different， which consequently induces the cur⁃rents with small differences in the end.

The electromagnetic radiation from the plasma cur⁃rent is calculated after obtaining the time evolution of the current.  Here， the electric field from phase 0 is calculat⁃
ed from the formula E ( t) ∝ dJ ( )t

dt ， as shown in Fig.  6
（a） with terahertz time waveform， and Fig.  6（b） with its frequency spectrum.  As shown in Fig.  6（b）， the fre⁃quency has a central frequency of around 80 terahertz and a bandwidth up to several tens of terahertz.  This is because the laser pulse is so short （9 fs） that its plasma current also oscillates very fast， which generates high fre⁃quency electromagnetic waves.  As discussed above， the plasma frequency is around 5. 64 THz， which is much lower than that in Fig.  6.  The frequency of terahertz pulse is not decided by the density of the plasma， but by the duration of the laser pulse.  Therefore， the few-cycle 
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Fig.  3　The ionization rate induced by the few-cycle laser pulses 
with different phases
图3　不同相位的少周期激光脉冲产生的离化率
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es with different phases
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laser can generate super-broadband terahertz radiation， close to the mid-infrared regime， as reported by Matsuba⁃ra et al ［15-16］.The CEP of the few-cycle laser pulses also has its in⁃fluence during the ionization， as reported by Chetty et 
al［27］.  Then， the influence of the phase on the terahertz radiation is given in Fig.  7（a） with the evolution of the time waveforms， and Fig.  7（b） the frequency spectra.  As shown in Fig.  7， （1） the mutation in these figures is at the phase of π/2， including the time waveform and the spectrum； （2） the time waveforms have nearly the same duration， but their crest and trough are changed from π/2； （3） the frequency spectra， including the central fre⁃quency and the bandwidth， are nearly the same.  Then the peak strengths of terahertz pulses are calculated to ob⁃tain its trend， as plotted in Fig.  8.  It shows that the peak of terahertz pulses is the period function of the phase of the few-cycle laser pulse， its minimum is at π/2.  In the two-color scheme， the strength of terahertz is also the function of the phase difference of the two-color laser pulses ［28］， similar to Fig.  8.  These phases determine the ionization instantaneous time and then the acceleration time of the electrons， which consequently determines the plasma current and terahertz radiation.  Thus， the phase of the lasers is a key parameter to control the terahertz ra⁃diation in the gas plasma-based terahertz sources ［14， 17］.
2. 3　Discussions　The dispersion relation of the electromagnetic wave in the plasma is ω2 = ω2

p + c2 k2， where ω is the angular frequency of the wave， c is the speed of the light， and k is the wavevector of the wave.  If the electromagnetic wave can propagate in the plasma， its frequency must be higher than the plasma frequency.  Thus， the terahertz pulse shown in Fig.  6 can propagate inside the plasma.  During the formation of the plasma filament， the focused beam of the laser pulse propagates in the gas for a long distance and ionizes the atoms meanwhile.  In this pro⁃cess， the moving electrons in the current act like oscillat⁃

ing dipoles and emit electromagnetic waves.  The dura⁃tion and the oscillation of the current directly decide the duration and the frequency of the electromagnetic pulse.  Shaping the profile of the laser pulses can also change the duration and profile of the plasma current， and thus its terahertz radiation ［28］.By increasing the laser intensity from 0. 1×1014 W/cm2 to 5×1014 W/cm2， the ultra-broadband radiation is found to have the same properties as above.  Then， simi⁃lar results are obtained when the width of the few-cycle laser pulse is changed from 9 fs to 5 fs.  Thus， our results are ubiquitous for this radiation from the plasma filament induced by the few-cycle laser pulse.  This ultra-broad⁃band radiation from the terahertz to mid-infrared range can also be generated by a two-color laser interacting with a gas plasma ［29-30］.The coherent detection techniques for broadband terahertz radiation include the photoconductor antenna， the electro-optic sampling， and the air coherent detec⁃tion， with different response bandwidths ［31］.  As shown in Fig.  6（b）， the bandwidth of the electromagnetic pulse from the few-cycle laser is much broader than the detec⁃tion response of the electro-optic sampling and the air co⁃herent detection techniques ［32］.  Thus， Michelson inter⁃
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Fig.  5　Plasma currents produced by the few-cycle laser pulses 
with different phases
图5　不同相位的少周期激光脉冲产生的等离子体电流

(a)

 

(b)

Fig. 6　The ultra-broadband radiation in the terahertz to mid-in‐
frared range generated by the plasma current, (a) the time wave‐
form, (b) its frequency spectrum
图 6　（a）等离子体电流产生的从太赫兹到中红外超宽带电磁
辐射的时域波形，（b）其频谱分布

ference might work well at this bandwidth since its detec⁃tor is sensitive from the mid-infrared to the far-infrared regime.  Although only numerical results are given here， it offers a reference for the experiment of terahertz genera⁃tion by the few-cycle laser pulse.There is no propagation effect of the laser beam and the plasma filament in the plasma current model， there⁃fore the spatial distribution of this ultra-broadband radia⁃

tion cannot be given at present， only the ultrafast micro⁃scopic process of current and emission can be given.  These results will help to understand the physical mecha⁃nism behind.  This ultra-broadband pulse will extend its duration in gases （including air） after generation from the plasma.  Thus， the propagation path of the terahertz pulse needs to be set in the vacuum environment.
3 Conclusions 

In summary， the detail of the electromagnetic radia⁃tion from the terahertz to mid-infrared range generated by the interaction of the few-cycle laser pulse with the gas plasma filament is investigated based on the simulations.  The ionization is mainly at the transient between the mul⁃tiphoton ionization and the tunneling ionization for the la⁃ser intensity in the formation of the filament.  Thus， a fit⁃ting formula is used to calculate the ionization rate.  The free electrons are accelerated to form a plasma current， which oscillates rapidly during the laser pulse propaga⁃tion.  This current emits electromagnetic waves with the frequency determined by the laser duration and plasma current.  The simulation results show this ultra-broad⁃band radiation pulse has a bandwidth up to tens of tera⁃hertz， which is close to the mid-infrared regime.  The pulse strength is dependent on the phase of the few-cycle laser pulse.  In this case， the frequency spectrum is not determined by the density of plasma， but by the duration of the laser cycle.  Thus， the few-cycle laser pulse can generate super-broadband radiation from the terahertz to mid-infrared range by interacting with the gas plasma fila⁃ment.  Our work will offer useful reference for the devel⁃opment of relevant experiments.
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(b) the frequency spectra
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波形，（b）频谱分布
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